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Roll Curtain

Draw Curtain
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Assemble the roll curtain crank 
handle and insert the crank into  
the curtain’s bottom tube.

Remove rope from hooks on  
the inside of the rear bow.

Turn the crank handle to  
roll the rear curtain up.

 Pull rope to raise the curtain.

Once the curtain reaches 
the top continue rolling until 
curtain rests on top of the  
rear of the tarp system.

Once the curtain reaches  
the top, wrap the rope around 
the hooks on the inside of the 
rear bow.

The roll curtain provides full height 
clearance at the rear of the system.

The draw curtain is fast and easy to open and 
does not require a crank; the draw curtain does 
store below the rear bow when open.
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Rear Locks
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Remove pin to 
allow access  
to handle.

 Crank rear lock until tarp system  
is loose.

 Lift the lock assembly and it automatically 
attaches to the rear bow.

Slide the tarp system towards the front;  
the lock assembly travels with the rear bow, 
allowing full loading and loading access 
(no cumbersome ratchet posts or frame 
assemblies to remove).

Attached Rear Handle Removable Rear Handle

To release the front bow from the 
bulkhead, crank attached handle 
until front bow is loose from hook 
on bulkhead (repeat on opposite side).

Slide the tarp system towards the rear  
to allow access to front of trailer.

Remove handle  
and lock in  
cranking position.

Insert handle into rear lock.
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Front Locks
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